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An in-depth look into Mac OS X and iOS kernelsPowering Macs, iPhones, iPads and more, OS
X and iOS are becoming ubiquitous. When it comes to documentation, however, much of them
are shrouded in mystery. Cocoa and Carbon, the application frameworks, are neatly described,
but system programmers find the rest lacking. This indispensable guide illuminates the darkest
corners of those systems, starting with an architectural overview, then drilling all the way to the
core.Provides you with a top down view of OS X and iOSWalks you through the phases of
system startup—both Mac (EFi) and mobile (iBoot)Explains how processes, threads, virtual
memory, and filesystems are maintainedCovers the security architectureReviews the internal
Apis used by the system—BSD and MachDissects the kernel, XNU, into its sub components:
Mach, the BSD Layer, and I/o kit, and explains each in detailExplains the inner workings of
device driversFrom architecture to implementation, this book is essential reading if you want to
get serious about the internal workings of Mac OS X and iOS.

From the Back CoverPeeling Apple's Operating SystemsSystem-level developers, kernel
hackers, and intrigued Apple-lytes, take heed: This book lets you explore the nooks and
crannies of Mac OS X and iOS, delving into the architecture of both systems, and picking up
where the frameworks (and documentation) leave off. It offers clear, detailed explanation of the
inner workings of Apple's systems, including proprietary APIs, most of which are documented for
the first time.As you traverse the architecture, moving from user to kernel mode, each layer and
component is unraveled with annotated code samples and hands-on experiments, comparing
and contrasting its implementation in both OSes. Topics include:The boot process: Mac's EFI,
iOS's iBoot, and kernel startupProcesses, threads, and virtual memory managementDebugging
and profiling, using DTrace, ptrace, and hidden system callsThe system level APIs: POSIX calls,
Mach traps, and OS X/iOS proprietaryFile system architecture, including VFS and HFS+Network
architecture: from sockets to interfaces, and network driversKernel extensions, drivers, and a
discussion of I/O Kit architectureSecurity features, Mandatory Access Control, and iOS jailThe
companion web site (http://www.newosxbook.com) includes sample programs, freely
downloadable tools, updated references, and bonus additions.Wrox Professional guides are
planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers,
developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology
professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education
in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.wrox.comProgrammer
ForumsJoin our Programmer to Programmer forums to ask and answer programming questions
about this book, join discussions on the hottest topics in the industry, and connect with fellow
programmers from around the world.Code DownloadsTake advantage of free code samples



from this book, as well as code samples from hundreds of other books, all ready to use.Read
MoreFind articles, ebooks, sample chapters and tables of contents for hundreds of books, and
more reference resources on programming topics that matter to you.About the AuthorJonathan
Levin is a longtime trainer and consultant focusing on the system and kernel levels of the 'Big
Three'—Windows, Linux, and OS X, as well as their mobile derivatives. He is the founder and
CTO of Technologeeks.com, a partnership of experts delivering advanced training on systems/
kernel programming, debugging, and profiling.
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Learning Unix for OS X: Going Deep With the Terminal and Shell



Daniel Zimmerman, “Awesome. So I've got an entire bookshelf dedicated to lower level software
books and this is by far the most versatile and most information packed. It is incredibly terse and
comprehensive. I can see anyone from just an average user that wants to learn about macs to a
senior developer who has much experience in c and even objective c but not necessarily the
inner workings of Darwin find a lot of use from this book. I have not finished it yet (its almost
1000 pages) but I have already learned enough to fill 10 buckets. What I also love is how it refers
to other books that go far more in depth on each topic. So yes in a sense this book is comprised
of summaries but they still go in depth enough for one to understand the gist of whats going on. I
can say from the start that the chapter on EFI is pretty phenomenal and that coupled with all the
information on the mach architecture has taught me an incredible amount. Overall if you are
interested in learning about macs and how they work, or are a programmer and want to learn
how to take advantage of some lower level stuff or if you're more in the hacker field and enjoy
seeing how things work under the hood and how you can manipulate them to your advantage
(me) you will definitely enjoy this book.”

Lothar, “All the meat. Yes that is what you need to know about low level development on a C/C++
level of coding.Thats for me ... but maybe not for others. Apple want to hide this all under a swift
layer. But this only works limited and if you never want to get cross platform.”

Neeraj Singh, “Awesome Totally worth it. There was only one book which gave insight 
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, believe me its awesome, the only drawback, it was written at the time when Mac OS X was
migrating from PPC to Intel. Fundamentally it was good but things have changed. After a very
long gap Jonathan Levin came up with this marvel.Any one who is interested to know about Mac
OS X under the hood should get a copy.Warning ---- this book in not for someone who started
programming yesterday, neither its administrative guide nor for Application programmer. If you
have an ITCH to KNOW the BUY IT, and please buy BOTH of them.”



Jan H., “Long missing book about Apple's OS Internals. As the author states in the Introduction:
“This book aims to do for XNU what Bovet & Cesati's Understanding the Linux Kernel does for
Linux, and Russinovich's Windows Internals does for Windows.” Knowing only the latter book, I
would say that authors intention have been perfectly fulfilled. For those, which also knows
Russinovich's and Solomon's standard work enough said.For those others: The author
understands his matter. He not only describes, but also make understand. To make a picture, the
potentially reader should go to [...]. There he can read the Contents of the book and also
download a full text of ( very important ) chapter 4. There are also some little tools ( with source
code ) for delving deeper into OS X and iOS. Giving the tempo with which operating systems
evolve, the book is pretty actual ( Lion ). You have not to read it from page first to page last, but
you will be often happy to have it in the bookshelf. And you have not to be an expert in C or
Assembler to profit from it ( although having some elementary knowledge of C would enlarge the
pleasure ).”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Required reading if you do any OSX kernel development.”

Raja Walia, “Five Stars. solved the purpose.”

The book by Jonathan Levin has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 36 people have provided feedback.
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